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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper reflects upon the conservation of objects relating to performance -- particularly from 

world cultures -- not only through documentation of experiences, but through the creation of living 

links which enable human-to-human knowledge transmission.  

 

Using a time-based media approach, the conservation and documentation of a rare Javanese musical 

instrument from the Music Archive at Monash University (MAMU) has led to the development of a 

network across disciplines and communities in Australia and Indonesia. Through collaboration with 

archivists, ethnomusicologists, musicians, instrument-builders, audiences, school-teachers, 

historians and film-makers, to better understand the significance of the MAMU’s Kowangan 

(including the complexity of its classification as “kowangan” when it is locally known as 

“bundengan”), conservatorsmeaningfully participated in a community-led revival program. This 

approach highlightsthe role of conservators as creators ofmeaning and public benefit, as well as the 

integration of intangible cultural heritage practices within materials conservation. As a result of this 

collaborative experience, a series of public workshops were designed and are being facilitated in 

Indonesia and Australia.  

 

This paper examines the richness of knowledge uncovered through collaborative experiences which 

transcend the ascribed roles of “participant observation” and “consultation” during fieldwork to 

“knowing within”. Particular focus is given to the impact of this project within the community and 

the non-conventional ways in which its significance was explored and expanded upon, supported by 

social media, government and university programs, and traditional journalism. Knowledge flows 

between the different collaborators, and participants have integrated conservation concepts within 

their own day-to-day practices. As a consequence, both the conservation of the MAMU Kowangan 

and its associated music revival movement acknowledge the larger community that surrounds a 

performative artform, and that ‘the realness of a drum’ depends not only on the drummer 

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture, 1998), but also on the audiences, raw materials, history 



and continued significance of the drum.  
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